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Context

Neural fields models are an efficient description of neural dynamics at a meso-
scopic scale when the spatial position of neural populations is taken into ac-
count. These models are also appealing from an experimental point of view as
they yield predictions for optical imaging experiments that images the activity
of the (visual) cortex.

Most neural fields models [3] have been used in the context of a static stimulus
or in deprived environments because it eases a lot their mathematical study.
These models have nevertheless been successful in accounting for visual hallu-
cinations [4] and for orientation selectivity [1] for example.

A natural generalization is to suppose that the stimulus has a either a specific
spatial structure (e.g. symmetries) or temporal structure (periodic or quasi-
periodic). A periodic stimulus with simple spatial structure is called a flickering



stimulus and it can produce visual hallucinations [2] that have yet to find a
satisfactory model (see for example Figure 1).

interact with activity induced by physical stimuli, but this infer-
ence would be more compelling if additional lines of evidence
were available. Of course, empty-field flicker is not the only
photopic way to induce geometric hallucinations; two other
methods are found in the literature, and these motivated further
study on how universal the results of Exp. 1 might be. The first
method was reported by Mayzner (24) but was never confirmed
or followed up. Mayzner (24) remarks in passing that, under
low-light conditions, illusory motion produced by turning icons
on and off around a circular or square area (e.g., Fig. 4) induces
a rotating illusory fan-like pattern. Because of the similarity of
this description to the flicker-induced hallucinatory rotating fan
shapes of Exp. 1, we explored hallucinatory patterns induced by
apparent motion of N icons around a square or circle of 16–40
lightable icons.

Results. We found the following: (i) The initial perception (in the
area enclosed by illusory motion) is a streaked texture resem-
bling multicolored smoke or taffy. It is initially gray but acquires
color after a few seconds (e.g., green, purple, and black). The
overall organization of this texture is circular or spiral, like a
bird’s nest or storm pattern. The icons can also take on color,
usually pinks, blues, and yellowish greens, but these are less
saturated than the colors in the haze. These color effects were
not as striking as those reported by Mayzner (24). (ii) Long gray
spiral arms emerge from this central storm pattern and reach
toward the moving icons, rotating in time with them. Upon

continued inspection, the rotating spiral arms straighten to form
a rotating fan shape or propeller shape (Fig. 4). If no ghost icons
are visible, the blades of the fan can be broad and can appear to
reach between the icons. The percept’s transition from grayish
texture to rotating fan evolves over !10–30 s. (iii) Number of
arms is always an integer multiple of the number of lit icons, with
extra arms appearing when visual persistence leaves ghost icons
on the screen; the extra arms are not as stable as those associated
with active icons and are reminiscent of illusory spokes and
streaks seen in some motion-induced effects (25, 26). (iv) At high
presentation rates (so that all icons are visible), the arms often
appear stationary. When they do rotate, direction and speed are
multistable and can be reversed or nulled by mental effort. As
in Exp. 1, the perceptual pattern formation is localized; hallu-
cinatory arms and colors are confined to the region enclosed by
the icons. (v) At the highest speeds, color is lost and the icons
appear identical. There is no apparent motion of the icons for
this case. The central figure resembles a gear with as many teeth
as icons, and the flickering or shimmering of the icons appears
as if it were due to the nubbly teeth of the gear rotating over the
icons, or as if seen through a shimmering rotating haze.

Experiment 3
MacKay Effects in Filtered Noise. The evoked percepts of Exp. 1 are
simultaneous contrast versions of the sequential contrast hallu-
cinatory orthogonal forms described by MacKay (22). There are
other versions of these ‘‘MacKay effects’’ that are seen when

Fig. 3. Lateral interactions between some biasing stimuli and hallucinatory percepts. Shown are an artist’s depictions of some subject reports. Physical biasing
patterns are shown in black, and hallucinations are shown in gray (depicting the shadowy nature of the percepts). (a) If the area around a small fan shape is
flickered, subjects report seeing illusory circular patterns. (b) If the area around a circular pattern is flickered, all subjects report seeing an illusory rotating fan
shape. If the circles are flickering too, the rotating fan shape extends through the physical circles. The direction of rotation is arbitrary and subject to reversal;
the number of illusory features is often but not always proportional to the physical stimulus. (c) Similar geometrical effects occur if the biasing area is presented
in the periphery and the empty central area is flickered. In this case the percept is often of tightly packed rings. (d) A rotating petal-like pattern often appears
in the flickering central area.
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Figure 1: Two examples of hallucinatory percepts. Physical biasing patterns
are shown in black, and hallucinations are shown in gray (depicting the shadowy
nature of the percepts). (a) If the area around a small fan shape is flickered,
subjects report seeing illusory circular patterns. (b) If the area around a circular
pattern is flickered, all subjects report seeing an illusory rotating fan shape.
From [2].

Subject of the internship

The aim of the internship is to study a model that extends the work [7] to explain
some of the flickering stimuli seen in [2]. We will start with a single population
and describe the effect of a periodic stimulus on the global dynamics. We
will study the existence, number and period of periodic solutions of (1) using
tools from functional analysis, see for example [8] in the case of equilibria. An
alternative method could be to define Poincaré sections and study the discrete
maps associated to them.

More precisely, we study

τ
d

dt
V (x, t) + V (x, t) =

∫
Ω

J(x,y)S(V (y, t))dy + Iext(x, t) (1)

where J are the synaptic connections and the nonlinearity S represent the f −I
curve of the neurons. The stimulus Iext, seen here as an external input, is time
periodic.

The extension to two populations will then be considered. This case is much
richer and more relevant from a biological point of view. This case was nu-
merically explored in [7] and will be studied mathematically with the theory of



dynamical systems with symmetries [5]. The study is very likely to lead to the
study of quasipatterns [6] which are yet to be predicted in neural systems.

Advisor

The student will be advised by Romain Veltz (Romain.Veltz@inria.fr), Pascal
Chossat (pascal.chossat@inria.fr) and Olivier Faugeras (olivier.faugeras@inria.fr).

Skills and profile

The student will use standard tools issued from dynamical system and numerical
calculus.
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